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Abstract

Three reasons make plagiarism across languages to be on the rise: (i) speak-

ers of under-resourced languages often consult documentation in a foreign

language, (ii) people immersed in a foreign country can still consult mate-

rial written in their native language, and (iii) people are often interested in

writing in a language different to their native one. Most efforts for automat-

ically detecting cross-language plagiarism depend on a preliminary transla-

tion, which is not always available.

In this paper we propose a freely available architecture for plagiarism

detection across languages covering the entire process: heuristic retrieval,

detailed analysis, and post-processing. On top of this architecture we explore

the suitability of three cross-language similarity estimation models: Cross-

Language Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA), Cross-Language

Character n-Grams (CL-CNG), and Translation plus Monolingual Analysis

(T+MA); three inherently different models in nature and required resources.
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The three models are tested extensively under the same conditions on the

different plagiarism detection sub-tasks—something never done before. The

experiments show that T+MA produces the best results, closely followed

by CL-ASA. Still CL-ASA obtains higher values of precision, an important

factor in plagiarism detection when lesser user intervention is desired.

Keywords: automatic plagiarism detection, cross-language similarity

1. Introduction

Automatic plagiarism detection (PD) entails identifying plagiarised text

fragments together with their source. The task is defined as follows. Let dq be

a suspicious document. Let D be a set of potential source documents. Deter-

mine whether a fragment sq ∈ dq was borrowed from s ∈ d (d ∈ D) (Potthast

et al., 2009). Once {sq, s} are identified, an expert can determine whether

a case of text re-use is indeed plagiarism (for instance, if no proper citation

is provided). From a cross-language (CL) perspective, dq ∈ L and d′ ∈ L′,

where L 6= L′ are two languages. This is known as cross-language plagiarism

detection (CLPD). Up to date, diverse approaches for PD in free text exist.

However, few approaches are focused on CLPD.

For the first time, we empirically analyse how the different steps of

CLPD can use Cross-Language Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CL-

ASA) (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008), Cross-Language Character n-grams (CL-

CNG) (Mcnamee and Mayfield, 2004), or Translation plus Monolingual Anal-

ysis (T+MA) (Oberreuter et al., 2011). On the one hand, both CL-ASA and

CL-CNG had been tested against collections of parallel documents that were

“assumed” to contain cases of plagiarism (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2010; Pot-
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thast et al., 2011a). However, Barrón-Cedeño et al. (2010) just tried to

identify sentences’ translations from translation memories, whereas Potthast

et al. (2011a) aimed at retrieving document translations from a parallel cor-

pus. On the other hand, comparing two documents after translation is in

vogue in the plagiarism detection community (Potthast et al., 2011b).

The focus of our research is two-fold. Firstly, we propose a freely avail-

able software architecture for cross-language plagiarism detection. Secondly,

we explore the performance and suitability of three similarity models over

different types of CL plagiarism in terms of length and kind of translation

(automatic translation and automatic translation plus manual paraphrasing).

For the first time, this comparison is carried out on top of a common detection

architecture, allowing for a better appreciation of strengths and weaknesses

—an analysis hardly carried out before. CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA are

challenged with the different scenarios of CLPD, i.e., looking for: (i) entirely

plagiarised documents and their source (document-level detection), (ii) pla-

giarised and source fragments within document pairs (fragment-level detec-

tion), and (iii) plagiarised and source fragments within an entire collection

of suspicious and potential source documents (entire detection process). To

the best of our knowledge, no research work has analysed these scenarios

in depth before. CL-ASA’s results are encouraging: it is competitive, even

using limited dictionaries, and outperforms CL-CNG when facing different

kinds of plagiarism. It is roughly comparable to T+MA, without relying on

a translation module, but with much higher precision, causing the work load

of the human reviewer to decrease.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
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prototypical steps for CLPD and offers an overview of the state of the art of

plagiarism detection systems, paying special attention to CL similarity mea-

sures. In Section 3 we define the architecture of our CLPD system and the

three similarity measures we explored. Section 4 describes the experimental

framework: corpus, evaluation measures, and proposed experiments. Results

and discussion are included in Section 5. Finally, we draw some conclusions

and discuss further work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Recently, Potthast et al. (2011a) offered an overview of the prototypical

CLPD process; referred as the entire plagiarism detection architecture:

(i) Heuristic retrieval. A set of candidate documents D∗ is retrieved from

D′ (|D∗| ≪ |D′|). D∗ contains the most similar documents to dq and,

therefore, the most likely to contain the source of potential re-use.

(ii) Detailed analysis. dq is compared against every d′ ∈ D∗ section-wise.

If a pair {sq, s
′} is identified to be more similar than expected for

independently generated texts, a potential case of plagiarism is located.

(iii) Heuristic post-processing. Plagiarism candidates that are not long

or similar enough are discarded. Additionally, heuristics are applied to

merge nearby candidates.2

2This stage was originally intended to filter false positives, such as cases of borrowing

with proper citation (Stein et al., 2007).
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Below we give an overview of a set of CL similarity assessment strate-

gies that can be applied at steps (i) and (ii) . Our analysis extends that

of Potthast et al. (2011a), who analysed a number of models for the de-

tailed analysis stage and provided some hints on strategies for the heuristic

retrieval stage, but did not go further in the analysis of the entire CLPD

task, including an entire plagiarism detection architecture. We identify five

model families:

a) Lexicon-based systems. They rely on lexical similarities between languages

(e.g. English–French) and linguistic influence (e.g. English computer → Span-

ish computadora) between languages. Similarities across words in different

languages can be reflected when composing short terms; e.g. character n-

grams or prefixes. Probably two of the first similarity models of this kind

are cognateness —based on prefixes and other tokens— (Simard et al., 1992)

and dot-plot —based on character 4-grams (Church, 1993). While originally

proposed to align bitexts, these models are useful to detect re-use across lan-

guages (Potthast et al., 2011a), with some limitations (Barrón-Cedeño et al.,

2010). The Cross-Language Character N-Grams (CL-CNG) model, from this

family, is considered in this research (cf. Section 3.1).

b) Thesaurus-based systems. These systems map words or concepts, such

as named entities, into a common representation space by means of a mul-

tilingual thesaurus (e.g. Eurovoc (Steinberger et al., 2002) or EuroWord-

net (Vossen, 1998)). However, multilingual thesauri are not always available;

and Ceska et al. (2008) found that the incompleteness of the thesaurus (in

that case EuroWordnet) may limit the detection capabilities.
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c) Comparable corpus-based systems. These systems are trained over com-

parable corpora. One example is cross-language explicit semantic analysis

(CL-ESA) (Potthast et al., 2008). dq and d′ are represented by a vec-

tor of similarities to the documents of a so-called CL index collection CI ,

i.e., ~dq = {sim(dq, c1), . . . sim(dq, cI)}, ~d′ = {sim(d′, c′1), . . . sim(d′, c′I)} (ci ∈

L, c′i ∈ L′), where sim is a monolingual similarity model, such as the cosine

measure. ~dq and ~d′ are then compared to compute sim(dq, d
′).

d) Parallel corpus-based systems. These systems are trained on parallel cor-

pora, either to find cross-language co-occurrences (Littman et al., 1998) or to

obtain translation modules. The principles and resources of machine trans-

lation (MT) are applied, but no actual translation is performed. We consider

one model of this family in the current research: CL-ASA (cf. Section 3.2).

e) Machine translation-based systems. These models are in vogue in CLPD

(e.g. Corezola Pereira et al. (2010); Kent and Salim (2009); Nawab et al.

(2010); Oberreuter et al. (2011)) and simplify the task by turning it into a

monolingual problem. The prototypical process is as follows: (i) a language

detector is applied to determine the most likely language of dq; (ii) dq is

translated if not written in the comparison language; and (iii) a monolingual

comparison is carried out between d′q and d′. We also consider a model of

this type, which we call T+MA (cf. Section 3.3).

We are particularly interested in the performance of this model. Systems

that exploited Google Translator achieved good results in PAN 2011 (e.g., Gr-

man and Ravas (2011)), but maybe because the same machine translator was

used for both generation and detection. Such performance is optimistic and

could deteriorate in a realistic setting, where the translations are generated
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Algorithm 1: Given dq and d′

Sq ← {split(dq, w, t)} S′ ← {split(d′, w, t)} // Detailed analysis

for every sq ∈ Sq:

Psq,s′ ← argmax5s′∈S′ sim(sq, s
′)

until no change: // Post-processing

for every combination of pairs pi, pj ∈ Psq,s′ :

if δ(pi, pj) < thres1:

merge fragments(pi, pj)

return {p ∈ Psq,s′ | |p| > thres2}

Figure 1: Algorithm. Cross-language detailed analysis and post-processing.

by different (translation) systems. Here we apply a different machine transla-

tor to see whether different translation systems produce text different enough

to make the monolingual comparison process more difficult: roughly equiv-

alent to the detection of cases with a high density of paraphrasing, whose

proper detection remains an open issue (Potthast et al., 2011b).

3. Detection and Similarity Analysis

Here we describe our cross-language plagiarism detection architecture3

and the three CL similarity models we explore. Our strategy follows the

schema depicted in Section 2. For CL heuristic retrieval, we select the top

50 d′ ∈ D′ for each dq according to sim(dq, d
′). CL detailed analysis and

post-processing are performed as explained in Fig. 1.

3It is freely available for research purposes at http://www.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/

resources/clpd-code.tar.gz
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At detailed analysis, dq (d′) is split into chunks of length w with step

t. We use w = 5 sentences and t = 2 aiming at considering chunks close

to paragraphs. sim(sq, s
′) computes the similarity between the text frag-

ments either on the basis of CL-ASA (Section 3.2), CL-CNG (Section 3.1),

or T+MA(Section 3.3). argmax5s∈S retrieves the 5 most similar fragments

s ∈ S with respect to sq. The resulting candidate pairs {sq, s} are stored into

Psq,s′, and they are the input for the post-processing step. If the distance

in characters between two (highly similar) candidate pairs δ(pi, pj) is lower

than threshold thres1 = 1, 500, pi and pj are merged. Only those candidates

that are composed of at least three of the identified fragments (thres2) are

considered potentially plagiarised (thresholds defined empirically).

This is the core algorithm for our approach to plagiarism detection. The

similarities between the texts can be based on any (cross-language) similarity

estimation model. We explore three: CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA.

3.1. Cross-Language Character n-Grams

CL-CNG was originally proposed by Mcnamee and Mayfield (2004) for

CLIR (with clear roots in bitext alignment (Church, 1993)). The text is case-

folded, punctuation marks and diacritics are removed. Multiple white-space

and new-line characters are replaced by a single white-space. Moreover, a

single white-space is inserted at the beginning and end of the text. Finally,

the resulting text strings are encoded into character n-grams as depicted

below, where “-” should be considered as white-space and n = 4:

“El esṕıritu”→ “-el-”,“el-e”,“ l-es”,“-esp”,“espi”,“spir”,“piri”,“irit”,“ritu”,“itu-”.

Similarity sim(dq, d
′) is estimated by the unigram language model:
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sim(dq, d
′) = P (d′|dq) =

∏

q∈dq

[αP (q|d′) + (1− α)P (q|C)] (1)

where P (q|d′) is the document level probability of term q in document d′ and

C denotes the entire collection. We use n = 4 and α = 0.7 as these values

yielded the best results for English–Spanish in the original work.

3.2. Cross-Language Alignment-based Similarity Analysis

Similarity sim(dq, d
′) is computed by estimating the likelihood of d′ of

being a translation of dq. It is an adaptation of Bayes’ rule for MT (Brown

et al., 1993) that Barrón-Cedeño et al. (2008) defines as:

ϕ(dq, d
′) = ̺(d′) p(dq | d

′). (2)

where, ̺(d′) is known as length model (λM). The length of the d’s translation

into d′ is closely related to a translation length factor, defined as:

̺(d′) = e

−0.5





|d′|
|dq|

−µ

σ





2

, (3)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the character lengths

between actual translations from L into L′ (Pouliquen et al., 2003). If the

length of d′ is unexpected given dq, it receives a low likelihood. We use the

values estimated by Potthast et al. (2011a) for English–Spanish: µ = 1.138,

σ = 0.631. (At heuristic retrieval, λM is neglected, as the lengths of dq and d′

are independent from those of the specific borrowed fragments within them.)

In statistical MT, the conditional probability p(dq | d
′) is known as trans-

lation model probability (TM), computed on the basis of a statistical bilingual

dictionary. The adaptation of this model is defined as:
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ρ(d | d′) =
∑

x∈d

∑

y∈d′

p(x, y) , (4)

which no longer represents a probability measure. The dictionary p(x, y)

defines the likelihood of word x of being a valid translation of y. We con-

sider three strategies to estimate p(x, y): (i) JRC —a dictionary computed

from the JRC–Acquis parallel corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006), on the basis

of the IBM M1 (Brown et al., 1993); (ii) INF —a dictionary of inflectional

forms produced from a “traditional” bilingual dictionary, where all the pos-

sible inflectional forms of a word are considered (Sidorov et al., 2010); and

(iii) STEM —a stemmed version of INF, where the weights are accumulated

and distributed over the stems. We also explore the impact of considering

only the k best translations for each word (those with the highest probabili-

ties) up to a minimum probability mass of 0.20. These dictionaries are called

[JRC|INF|STEM].pm where pm stands for the considered probability mass.

CL-ASA is considered a parallel corpus-based system. Firstly, its param-

eters are learnt from a parallel corpus. Secondly, every potential translation

of a word participates in the similarity assessment, making it flexible.

3.3. Translation plus Monolingual Analysis

The first step of this approach is the translation of all the documents into

a common language. We translate the documents from Spanish into English

with Apertium, an open-source machine translation framework (Armentano-

Oller et al., 2005). In the second step we discard stopwords and stem the

documents (both translated and originally in English) with the Snowball
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stemmer4. Afterwards, we weight the documents’ terms with tf -idf and

compare the texts using the cosine measure over a bag-of-words represen-

tation. When identifying specific plagiarised fragments, we use the original

offsets of the documents in Spanish.

4. Evaluation Framework

In this section we describe the corpus, evaluation metrics, and proposed

experiments.

4.1. Corpus

We use the PAN-PC-11 corpus (Potthast et al., 2011b), a standard corpus

for PD. It contains a wide range of (synthetic) cases, from verbatim copy to

different levels of paraphrasing up to translated cases. For the first time we

explore how CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA perform on the PAN-PC-11 cor-

pus and we do it with focus on the Spanish–English cases. German–English

cases are not explored because we are not aware of any inflectional dictio-

nary for this pair (and one of our objectives is to investigate the behaviour

of CL-ASA with this kind of resource). The corpus partition comprises 304

suspicious and 202 potential source documents, including two types of bor-

rowing: automatic translation (auto) and manually paraphrased automatic

translation (manual). It is worth noting that, sq ∈ dq, the borrowed frag-

ment, is in general on a different topic to that of dq.

For experimental purposes, we use three corpus partitions (x represents

the experiment Cx the partition is used in): (i) CA is composed of the

4http://snowball.tartarus.org/
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specific {sq, s
′} pairs, considered as entire documents. This partition includes

2, 920 source and 2, 920 plagiarised documents (fragments). (ii) CB includes

the entire set of 304 suspicious and 202 potential source documents, with

plagiarised fragments within them. The document d which dq’s borrowings

come from is identified. (iii) CC is composed as CB, but no preliminary

information about the source documents exist. These three partitions allow

for analysing the performance of our model on all the scenarios of CLPD.5

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

We define three experiments to evaluate the different configurations of

our detection system (cf. Section 4.3). In order to evaluate the retrieval-

by-example task of Experiment A, we use recall at rank k (rec@k).6 In

experiments B and C we use versions of recall and precision fitted for eval-

uating whether a specific text fragment sq (s) has been correctly labelled as

plagiarised (source) (Potthast et al., 2010). Plagiarised fragments are treated

as basic retrieval units, with si ∈ S defining a query for which a detection

system returns a result set Ri ⊆ R. Recall and precision are defined as:

prec(S,R) =
1

|R|

∑

r∈R

|r ⊓ ∪s∈SS|

|r|
, and (5)

rec(S,R) =
1

|S|

∑

s∈S

|s ⊓
⋃

r∈R
r|

|s|
, (6)

5These three partitions are available for download at http://www.dsic.upv.es/

grupos/nle/resources/clpd-data.tar.gz
6The only precision value that makes sense in the framework of experiment A is pre-

cision at rank 1 (prec@1), as only one relevant document exists for each query document

(note that rec@1 = prec@1).
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where ⊓ computes the positional overlapping characters. The overall perfor-

mance is evaluated with the harmonic mean of prec and rec, i.e., F1-measure.

4.3. Proposed Experiments

We designed three experiments to investigate the performance of CL-

ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA on the different CLPD steps and scenarios:

Experiment A. We are given dq andD′; dq is entirely plagiarised from d′ ∈ D′,

and the task is to find d′. This depicts the scenario where almost the whole

document is plagiarised from one source. Moreover, it is an approximation to

the scenario where fragment sq ∈ dq and dq are on the same topic (this does

not occur in PAN-PC-11). This experiment is used to tune the parameters

of CL-ASA: exploring different dictionaries, probability masses, and the in-

clusion of the λM length model. CL-CNG and T+MA are used as proposed

in the related literature.

Experiment B. We are given dq and d′ and the task is finding sq ∈ dq and

s′ ∈ d′ such that sq is a plagiarised fragment from s′. This depicts the

scenario where dq and d′ are already identified and we aim at locating the

borrowed text fragments, i.e., the detailed analysis stage.

Experiment C. We are given dq and D′ and the task is finding sq ∈ dq and

s′ ∈ d′ (d′ ∈ D′) where sq is plagiarised from s′. This depicts the scenario

of the overall PD process. We use the same heuristic retrieval process for all

the three models so that we can better analyse them when there is noise in

the candidate list.
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5. Results and Discussion

This study mainly aims to compare a wide variety of cross-language simi-

larity models across different scenarios of plagiarism detection. The resources

required by the models are inherently different: T+MA needs a complete MT

system, CL-ASA requires parallel corpora to estimate a bilingual dictionary

and a length model, and CL-CNG is a crude model which does not depend

on any resource.7

Experiment A. The tuning results for CL-ASA are shown in Figure 2. The

best option is using the JRC dictionary with only 20% of the probability

mass. That is, JRC.20, with limited (potentially biased) vocabulary, per-

forms better than the vocabulary-rich dictionaries INF and STEM.8 The

best results with INF and STEM come with mass = 1.0; i.e., the entire

dictionary. On the one hand, JRC is empirically generated from a parallel

corpus. As a result, noisy entries (with low probabilities) are included. Re-

ducing the probability mass is roughly equivalent to discarding such noisy

entries. On the other hand, INF and STEM come from traditional dictio-

naries, and every entry is presumably a correct translation. As expected,

considering λM empowers the similarity assessment capabilities of CL-ASA.

Therefore, the best CL-ASA parameters are JRC.20 with λM.

Figure 3 displays the curves obtained with the three similarity models:

7Transliteration may be required if the languages do not share the same script, though.
8CL-ASA does not contemplate any senses discrimination among the potential trans-

lations as it aims to make a flexible comparison: every potential translation is considered.

This decision could introduce noise to the similarity estimation, but the context of the

fragment helps to minimise the impact of potential ambiguities.
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Figure 2: Results for CL-ASA tuning with the three dictionaries: JRC, Inflectional and

Stemmed. In the top (bottom) plots the TM (TM and λM) is (are) applied. The best

CL-ASA parameters are JRC dictionary, probability mass of 0.20, and length model.
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Figure 3: Experiment A. Comparison of CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA.

CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA. It is worth noting that the ceiling of R@1

is around 0.8, the value obtained by T+MA. When looking for entirely

plagiarised documents, T+MA shows to be the best option.

We further analyse the results of the three models for different lengths

and types of plagiarism. The results for short, medium, and long documents

are displayed in Figure 4(a). A few aspects are worth noting: (i) as expected,

the small amount of information available for CLPD systems when consider-

ing short texts harm their performance; (ii) for both CL-CNG and T+MA,

the longer the document the better the performance; and (iii) the length

model causes the accuracy of CL-ASA to decrease for long documents. The

last point is in agreement with the results obtained by Barrón-Cedeño et al.

(2010): CL-ASA is sensitive to the amount of information it can exploit. The

more text, the better the TM performs, but not so for the λM length model.

This can be caused by the length model original purpose: grabbing potential

translations at the sentence level. When facing sentences, the length vari-

ations are somehow limited by relatively short texts. When analysing long

documents (in our case from a bunch of paragraphs up to entire documents),

the length of the resulting translations can cause the “expected” length to
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Figure 4: Performance analysis in terms of rec@k, considering k = {1, 5, 10} (experiment

A). CL-ASA applied with JRC.20 and either translation model only (T, darkest bar) or

translation and length models (T+λ, dark bar). CL-CNG and T+MA are displayed with

clearer bars (see legends at bottom right).

become very different. Still this is an issue for further research.

Our last comparison of experiment A regards to determine how the models

perform when dealing with auto and manual —i.e., further paraphrased—

cases (cf. Section 4.1). As Figure 4(b) shows, manual cases are harder to

detect. CL-CNG emerges to be the best when looking for further paraphrased

cases. As the best CL-ASA results are in general obtained with JRC.20 and

including λM, we use this version in experiments B and C.

Experiment B. Figure 5 shows the results of the detailed analysis experiment.

T+MA obtains the best recall both overall and type-wise, with CL-ASA

close behind in most cases. The precision of CL-ASA outperforms the other

models regardless of the length or nature of the cases. The best results of

CL-ASA are obtained with long plagiarism cases, which does not contradict
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CL-ASA CL-CNG T+MA

all
long

medium
short
auto

manual
 0.5  1

0.54
0.64
0.28
0.01
0.56
0.15

F

0

0

P

 0.5  1

0.69
0.54
0.22
0.00
0.68
0.15

R

 0.5  1

0.45
0.80
0.39
0.03
0.47
0.15

 0.5  1

0.51
0.47
0.26
0.02
0.52
0.18

F P

 0.5  1

0.56
0.34
0.18
0.01
0.54
0.15

R

 0.5  1

0.47
0.73
0.51
0.08
0.49
0.22

 0.5  1

0.57
0.53
0.23
0.01
0.58
0.14

F

0

0

P

 0.5  1

0.65
0.39
0.15
0.01
0.63
0.11

R

 0.5  1

0.51
0.82
0.52
0.09
0.53
0.20

Figure 5: Performance of CL-ASA, CL-CNG, and T+MA on the detailed analysis problem

in terms of F1 measure, Precision, and Recall (experiment B).

CL-ASA CL-CNG T+MA

all
long

medium
short
auto

manual
 0.5  1

0.31
0.56
0.13
0.00
0.33
0.04

F

0

P

 0.5  1

0.95
0.90
0.28
0.00
0.95
0.14

R

 0.5  1

0.19
0.41
0.09
0.00
0.20
0.02

F

 0.5  1

0.15
0.26
0.05
0.01
0.16
0.02

P

 0.5  1

0.55
0.45
0.08
0.00
0.54
0.04

R

 0.5  1

0.09
0.19
0.04
0.01
0.09
0.01

F

 0.5  1

0.36
0.52
0.10
0.00
0.38
0.04

P

 0.5  1

0.67
0.51
0.07
0.00
0.66
0.04

R

 0.5  1

0.25
0.53
0.14
0.00
0.27
0.04

Figure 6: Performance of CL-ASA and CL-CNG on the overall plagiarism detection task

in terms of F1 measure, Precision, and Recall (experiment C).

the previous results: the compared chunks are of fixed length: five sentences.

Our heuristic to determine if an actual case of plagiarism is at hand causes

short cases to go unnoticed regardless of the similarity model; since the algo-

rithm needs evidence in terms of matching consecutive chunks (cf. Section 3).

Moreover, as already observed in experiment A, shorter cases are the most

difficult to uncover and most paraphrased translation cases (manual ; by far

the hardest to detect) in PAN-PC-11 are short.

Experiment C. In this experiment we want to analyse how the models be-

have when facing a noisy set of potential source documents. Hence, the
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heuristic retrieval stage —fetching 50 candidate documents from the source

collection for each suspicious document—, for the three models is performed

with CL-ASA. The performance of the CL-ASA-based heuristic retrieval,

i.e., properly including the source document of a case within the 50 retrieved

documents, is 31%. The source and plagiarised documents in the PAN-PC-11

are not on common topics; the corpus contains cases of plagiarism inserted in

randomly selected documents (something unexpected in real scenarios). In

the candidate retrieval step, the system considers the contents of the entire

document. As a result, the accuracy is affected in experiment C, in contrast

to the other experiments, where no candidate retrieval is performed. The

expected results of this task would be better in real scenarios, where dq and

d are documents on similar topics (as supported by the results of experiment

A).

The results obtained after the overall process (including detailed analysis

and post-processing) are presented in Fig. 6. The results are similar to those

of experiments A and B: T+MA obtains a better F1 in all but long cases,

where CL-ASA outperforms it. Interestingly in this case CL-CNG falls far

behind, regardless of the length or nature of the case. As expected after ex-

periment A, neither CL-ASA, CL-CNG, nor T+MA detect short cases. Our

strategy to identify the correct boundaries of the plagiarism cases (cf. Sec-

tion 3) works generally well if the detailed analysis strategy is able to properly

retrieve the plagiarised–source fragments, leading to CL-ASA to achieve high

values of precision. The relatively lower precision levels of T+MA may be

caused by mistaken translations during the language normalisation stage.
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A revelation of this work is the suitability of these models for application-

oriented necessities. T+MA and CL-CNG show the signs of a recall-oriented

system, whereas CL-ASA is more suitable when precision is more important.

Indeed, CL-ASA shows very robust precision in experiment C—a realistic

scenario, with noisy source candidates. In general CL-ASA obtains a low

amount of false-positives which is possible when the model shows high confi-

dence in estimating similarities. After this study a user could set preferences

for the similarity model based on the application at hand.

Another major contribution of this work is the fragment–level plagia-

rism detection algorithm, which works on the principles of maximum votes

(i.e., neighbour text fragments have to be “voted” together as plagiarism sus-

picion to consider them a potential case). The algorithm is very robust which

is supported by the high precision achieved in experiment-C for CL-ASA

when the similarities for consecutive plagiarised paragraphs are estimated

with high confidence.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Automatic plagiarism detection models aim to provide experts (e.g. foren-

sic linguists and professors) with evidence for taking decisions about potential

cases of unauthorised text re-use. In this paper, we studied the performance

of a cross-language plagiarism detection architecture when relying on differ-

ent similarity estimation models.

Different similarity estimation models can be plugged into our freely-

available architecture. In particular, we experimented with three: cross-

language alignment-based similarity analysis, cross-language character n-
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grams, and translation plus monolingual analysis. Our strategy was tested

extensively on a set of experiments reflecting different steps and scenarios

of cross-language plagiarism detection: from the detection of entirely plagia-

rised documents to the identification of specific borrowed text fragments. The

similarity models showed a remarkable performance when detecting plagia-

rism of entire documents, including further paraphrased translations. When

aiming at detecting specific borrowed fragments and their source, both short

and further paraphrased cases caused difficulties. Still the precision of cross-

language alignment-based similarity analysis was always high (for some types

higher than 0.9). As a result, if it identifies a potential case of plagiarism, it

is certainly worth analysing it.

As future work, we aim to improve our heuristic retrieval module, i.e., re-

trieving good potential source documents for a possible case of plagiarism.

This is a complicated task as, to the best of our knowledge, no large scale

cross-language corpus with the necessary characteristics exists.
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